
CUDO to Power the Latest AI Infrastructure
Worldwide

LONDON, UK, July 31, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Launched earlier

this year, CUDOS Intercloud, a product

of CUDO, addresses a crucial gap in the

Web3 computing space by providing a

scalable and distributed GPU-as-a-

Service cloud tailored for DePIN

(Decentralised Physical Infrastructure)

communities and AI computational tasks, including machine learning and inference. The growth

of DePIN networks within Web3 allows communities and small businesses to capitalise on the AI

boom by leveraging protocols for machine learning and AI inference workloads, as well as other

intensive computational tasks.

Web3 companies need to guarantee service levels and access the right GPUs. They also desire a

Web 3.0-aligned experience, such as connecting digital wallets, thus streamlining their access to

GPU resources.

CUDOS offers an alternative to other approaches by distributing resources across many different

vendors worldwide. This helps address the needs of individuals and businesses alike, tackling

issues such as high costs, inability to pay in a Web3-native manner, and extensive KYC

requirements, making CUDOS Intercloud an increasingly preferred choice for users.

The CUDO network, comprising both CUDO Compute and CUDOS Intercloud, has delivered over

500,000 consumed hours of AI GPU time. The integration of NVIDIA GPUs, including the NVIDIA

H200 Tensor Core GPU and NVIDIA H100 Tensor Core GPU, plays a pivotal role in helping

overcome the challenges of building robust and decentralised Web3 and AI systems, utilising

advanced techniques in generative AI, machine learning, image processing, and language

understanding.

CUDO also supports other NVIDIA GPUs, including the A100 Tensor Core, V100 Tensor Core, and

A40 GPUs, as well as the range of RTX A6000, A5000 and A4000 GPUs for professional

visualisation, providing users with greater choice based on their budget and type of high-

performance computing workload. The combination of NVIDIA GPUs with CUDO Network

platforms, leveraging a distributed chain of data centres worldwide, offers customers a powerful

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/h100/
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/a100/


cloud solution for anything from visualisation to massively parallel computational tasks. This

provides greater control over operations, location, and security, helping companies and users to

scale more effectively.

With savings of up to 75% compared to other offerings, a specialised focus on GPU computing

for AI, and the use of 100% renewable energy-powered data centres for their GPUs, CUDO’s

platforms offer an economically and environmentally friendly alternative for the AI era.

CUDO, a global leader in sustainable and high-performance computing, is a cloud partner in the

NVIDIA Partner Network. 

About CUDO

CUDO provides the latest cutting-edge and sustainable cloud computing solutions, enabling

organisations of all sizes to procure, access, and monetise computing resources globally. Being

cost-effective, performant, and environmentally conscious, CUDO's range of computing solutions

revolutionises the way companies scale in today's AI landscape. The CUDOS Intercloud and

blockchain provide direct access to the global distributed computing network, enabling Web3

developers to consume scalable computing resources permissionlessly directly from multiple

chains and pay directly in multiple currencies.

For more information, please contact: Emma Mkrtchian marketing@cudoventures.com
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